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A Glance to the past



LPNMR: 2 Fundamental Contibutions

 Generalized Closed World Assumption [J.Minker 1982]

 Stable Model Semantics [M.Gelfond & V.Lifschitz 1991]
Answer Set Semantics



What have we achieved so far? (1)
A lot of relevant theoretical results

 Semantics
 Language Extensions

 Aggregates
 Preferences

 Computational Complexity
 Expressiveness
 Characterizations

 Program Properties
 Unfounded Sets

 Equivalence Results



What have we achieved so far? (2)
Algorithms and Optimizations

 Model Generation
 Procedures a la Davis Putnam
 Search Space Pruning
 Heuristics
 BackJumping
 Reduction to SAT

 Stable Model Checking
 Reduction to SAT

 unfounded sets
 loop formulas

 Grounding
 Database Techniques
 Magic Sets



What have we achieved so far? (3)
Many Efficient ASP Systems

 DLV (disjunction, aggregates - native ASP system)

 GnT (disjunction - rewriting to Smodels)

 Cmodels (disjunction - rewriting to SAT)

 Smodels (aggregates - native ASP system)

 Smodels_cc (Smodels with clause learning)

 ASSAT (rewriting to SAT)

 NoMoRe  (graph-colorings)

 NoMoRe++ (“hybrid” approach between Smodels/NoMore)

 CLASP      (native, constraint-based framework, nogoods)

 CCALC   (Acyclic V-free programs, rewriting to SAT)
 Dislop (Model elimination, hyper-tableau calculi)

 XSB  (Well-Founded Semantics)

 ASPPS (logic of propositional schemes



What have we achieved so far? (4)
We even have a system competition!

ASPARAGUS & ASP Contest’07
 Very positive initiative

 Stimulate system improvements

 Bring relevant LPNMR problems to the attention

 Help in understanding where to use which system

 Push toward language standardization

REMARK.

A fully share Jack Minker’s view:

In the ASP contest/repository we should have a majority of real-world
application problems!



Applications



Key Questions
 After so many achievements, why is LPNMR not widely

used?

 Why are killer applications still missing?

 What’s the reason?

 What should we do?

 Are there challenging application areas for LPNMR?



Challenging Application Areas:
Combinatorial Problems?

 Very unlikely that ASP will be exploited in industry
for solving combinatorial problems

 Even if we convince people to use a logic-based
approach, then lower level formalisms, like SAT or
CSP, will likely be more efficient and preferred



Challenging Application Areas:
what should we look for?

Exploit ASP peculiarities:
 Variables
 Default Negation
 Disjunction
 Reasoning (rules and inference)
 High Expressiveness:

 You can often “encode” the application in ASP avoiding the usage
of host (imperative) languages

 Flexibility and elaboration tolerance



Challenging Application Areas:
Knowledge Management

A promising application area of ASP

In the “Society of Knowledge” there is an increasing demand
of methods and powerful tools for Knowledge
Representation and Management

The knowledge-modeling power and the inference capabilities
of ASP are very well suited



Challenging Application Areas:
Knowledge Management

A lot of potential applications:

    Ontologies and Semantic Web
    Information Extraction
    E-learning
    Knowledge Integration
    Decision Support Systems
    Tools for Business Intelligence



The (ongoing) experience of the DLV team
Build some products for the area of  Knowledge Management

   Ontology Representation and Reasoning

   Semantic Information-Extraction

   Text Classification

   Data Integration

All our products are built on top of DLV:
N. Leone,G. Pfeifer, W. Faber, T. Eiter, G. Gottlob, S. Perri, F. Scarcello
The DLV System for Knowledge Representation and Reasoning
ACM Transactions on Computational Logic. 7(3), 499-562, 2006.



Ontology Representation and Reasoning:
the OntoDLV System



Ontology Representation and Reasoning

 The strong need of knowledge-based technologies is perceived
by industries today

 The Description Logic (DL) community did a very good job in
divulgating and advertising OWL as the language for Ontologies

 OWL is a W3C standard

 Many companies invest on OWL and try to use it also for
enterprise/corporate ontologies



Ontology Representation and Reasoning
 OWL semantic assumptions are fine for the Semantic Web

 Some semantic features of OWL (especially the Open-World assumption)
make it unsuited for enterprise/corporate ontologies

 enterprise ontologies often extend the enterprise databases

List the suppliers whose branches are only in Naples
 In ASP (according with the Closed World Assumption)

 answer = {voiello}
 In OWL (according with the Open World Assumption)

 you cannot entail that voiello has only a branch in Naples,
 since you assume that, e.g., supplier(voiello,rome,veneto) may hold

but it is presently unknown
 answer = {}

cavournaplesvoiello
plebiscitonaplesbarilla
venetoromebarilla

branch streetbranch citysupplier



An ASP-based Ontology
Management System

OntoDLV



What is it?
 Advanced platform for ontology management

 Specification
 Browsing
 Querying
 Reasoning

 Powerful and user-friendly visual environment
 Advanced visual querying interface (à la QBE)
 Automatic Error Detection (advanced type checking)
 Application Programming Interface (API)

 Able to deal with data-intensive applications
 Persistency on DBMS
 Can work in mass-memory (via DLVDB)

  Based on a DLP extension named OntoDLP



The OntoDLP Language
OntoDLP = DLP +

 Object-Oriented features
 Objects,
 Classes, Inheritance,...

 Consistency control features
 Axioms,
 Strong typing

 Modular Programming
 Reasoning modules

 Linguistic enhancements
 Complex (even recursive) terms, non-positional notation, etc.

 OWL interoperability



Some OntoDLP Features
Classes: collections of individuals (objects) sharing the same properties
(attributes)

class person(name:string, age:integer, sex:string, father:person).

Objects: individuals, class instances

john:person(name:”John”, age:34, sex:”M”, father:jack).

Inheritance: IS-A taxonomy, Specialization/Generalization mechanism

class student isa {person} (pin:integer, faculty:string)

class student “inherits” the attributes of person
     frank:student(pin:6349, faculty:”Engineering”,name:”Frank”, age:29, sex:”M”, father:jack).

Instances of students automatically belong to class person as well
frank:person(name:”Frank”, age:29, sex:”M”, father:jack).



What’s better than others?

 Much more advanced query features

 Rich set of tools for ontology specification
 and updates

 Automated errors detection (advanced type checking mechanism)

 High computational power
 Direct implementation of complex problem-solving tasks          

(e.g. planning, team building)



How does it look like?



Visual Querying



OntoDLV is our computational core
 Olex -  the text classification system, and
 Hilex - the semantic information-extraction system

are built on top of OntoDLV

OntoDLV is well suited also for direct
application-development

 The RAP platform (Orangee):
 Governance of the  distribution process of antiblastic

medicines in hospitals
 Agent-Based (JADE  <--> OntoDLV API)
 “The agent’s brain” is an OntoDLP program



Semantic Information Extraction:
the HiLex System



What is HiLex?

 An Advanced Tool for Semantic Information-Extraction

 Ontology Driven
 Exploits an OntoDLP ontology of the domain

 Recognition of “Semantic” Regular Expressions
 representing ways of writing a concept in a document

 elements of the expression can be concepts specified through queries
over the ontology (e.g., any member of a class)

 the concepts which are recognized in the document are stored in the
OntoDLV ontology

 Rewriting to OntoDLP
 Information Extraction amounts to Answer Set Computation



Example



Example
stock_index_table: stock_index_structure (

    type: hilex_type,

    expression: “tableOf (arg: [@stock_index, unsigned_float, 

    signed_float, percentage], range: {3, },

  dir: vertical, sep: blank_char),

    label: “table of stock_index_variation_row").

techStar unsigned_float signed_float percentage

dowJones unsigned_float signed_float percentage

dasdaq unsigned_float signed_float percentage

TechStar

Dow Jones

Nasdaq

8.088,00

10.192,51

1.921,65

+51,00

0,00

0,00

+0,63%

0,00%

0,00%



Example



An HiLex Application: automatic extraction
of information from balance notes

 A company provides financial information to banks
 The balances of all italian companies are analyzed

(~800,000 per year in PDF format)
 Balance sheets contain important information also in

attached notes written in natural language

HiLex application
 input PDF balances are mapped to HTML
 Hilex extracts the information from the balance notes
 and stores them in a relational database
 about 90% successful extractions



Automatic extraction of information from
balance notes: the process

Input
Ontology
Descriptors

Company 1 Company 2 Company n

Input
Balance
Sheets

TAB separated table Standard table Pivot table with null values

DB
Output
database



Text Classification:
The Olex system



The Classification Problem

Given a set C = {c1, . . . , cm} of categories,
and a set  D = {d1, . . . , dn} of documents,
assign to each document its category(/ies)

Typical example:
 Classify Reuterns’ news according with their contents



Olex Classifier

Exploitation of Default Negation

Classifier: set of classification rules
C  t0, not t1, …, not tn

One positive literal and (zero or) more negative literals

Intuitively:
Positive atoms allow us to catch most of the right
documents (thus, providing high “recall”)

Negative atoms help us in avoiding “too many” mistakes
(thus, providing high “precision”).



Learning and Classification

LEARNING PHASE
 On a training set of documents

 Transform the document in logical facts
 Select the discriminating terms
 generate the classifier (an OntoDLP program)
 Validate the classifier (OntoDLV run)

CLASSIFICATION PHASE
 Run the classifier on the (OntoDLP version of the) input

documents
 Classify them according with the resulting answer sets



Experimental Results

Olex has been tested on two well-known corpora:
 Reuters (ModApte split):

 7,063 articles in the training set,
 2,742 articles in the test set,
 118 categories

 OHSUMED:
 20,000 documents,
 23 categories

Olex works efficiently and with a very good precision



Is there a market for these ASP applications?

First results are very promising; a lot of interest in the
area of Knowldge Management (KM)

Exeura (spin off University of Calabria)
Consulting on exploiting ASP (/DLV) for KM
Already 30 permanent employees

FourthCodex: Joint venture between Exeura (Calabria)
and Herzum (Chicago)
Industrial development of the 4 KM products
Distribution in the US market
Some license already given, interest from big companies



Is there a market for these ASP applications?

 In order to employ DLV in industrial applications,
companies wanted the warranty that DLV is maintained
“A door where to knock on” if a problem surfaces
Fast bug fixing
Implementation of required extensions

Creation of company DLVSYSTEM to play this role
DLV engineering and maintenance



Future Directions

What lessons have we learned on the field?

What are the main challenges?



Lessons Learned (1)

1. Engineers often are unable to write
(correct and efficient) ASP Programs

2. Application programs are frequently “easy”
(stratified or nearly such); but have to deal with
HUGE amount of data

3. Input data often in databases or on the web



Lessons Learned (2)

4. Language expressiveness of ASP is more than enough for
many applications; but some “practical” features are missing
 Application specific functions
 Data Types (data and methods)

 floating-point numbers
 strings
 date and currency

 Other aggregate functions (e.g., Average)
 Lists and Sets

ASP systems are mostly used as the “intelligent” engine of
an ample software architecture



Challenges (1)

1. Engineers often are unable to write (correct and
efficient) ASP Programs

 Develop tools for programmers
 Programming Environments
 Debuggers (tools and techniques)
 Friendly Interfaces

 Design ASP programming methodologies



Challenges (2)

2. Application programs are frequently “easy” (stratified or
nearly such); but have to deal with HUGE amount of data

 Improve the ASP instantiators

 Database technologies

 Mass memory computation

 Partial evaluation techniques

 More on Magic Sets



Challenges (3)

3. Input data often reside on databases or on the web

 Interoperability with DBMSs

 Interoperability with OWL/RDF

 Technological and theoretical issues



Challenges (4)

4. Language expressiveness of ASP is even more than
enough; but some “practical” features are missing

- Application specific functions
- Data Types (data and methods)

- floating-point number, strings, dates,...
- Other aggregates functions (e.g., Average)
- Lists and Sets

 Not easy at all, semantic and implementation issues
 Dealing with infinite domains
 Inside ASP systems or on top?



Challenges (5)

5. ASP systems are mostly used as the “intelligent”
engine of an ample software architecture

 Application Programming Interfaces (API)

 Mechanisms and tools for interoperability



Conclusion

 After more than 20 years of theoretical research, serious efforts
on implementation have been done, and efficient ASP systems
are available, making ASP viable for applications

 Our first tries of ASP exploitation in Knowledge Management
stimulated much interest in industry

 We are having feedback “from the field”, suggesting challenging
issues for both theory and systems

 I encourage other groups to “attack” real applications:
   quite some work;
   but also big fun!!


